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WEEK 18: Sunday, 26 April - Saturday, 2 May 2020 ALL MARKETS

Date
Start 

Time
Genre Title TV Guide Text Country of Origin Language Year Repeat Classification

Consumer 

Advice

Closed 

Captions
Subtitles

2020-04-26 0510 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2020-04-26 0720 Animation Ponyo

This animated adventure, from acclaimed anime master Hayao Miyazaki, 

centres on five-year-old Sosuke and his friendship with Ponyo, a goldfish 

princess who longs to become human. When a powerful magic threatens to 

destroy the world, the two friends embark on the adventure of a lifetime to 

save the planet. Nominated for the Golden Lion at the 2008 Venice Film 

Festival. Voiced by Cate Blanchett, Matt Damon and Liam Neeson.

JAPAN English-100 2008 RPT G Y Y

2020-04-26 0920 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 

time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 

(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 

Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 

against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2020-04-26 1120 Family The Boy And The Beast

When young orphan Kyuta, living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles into a 

fantastic world of beasts, he's taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff warrior beast 

who's been searching for the perfect apprentice.

JAPAN English-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2020-04-26 1335 Action Adventure The Thief Of Bagdad

The adventures of Prince Ahmand and his friend Abu, the best thief in Bagdad, 

against the evil Grand Vizier Jaffar, who has taken over the Kingdom of 

Bagdad.

USA English-100 1940 RPT PG

2020-04-26 1535 Comedy Love And Peace

Tokyo, summer of 2015. Ryoichi Suzuki (played by Hiroki Hasegawa) works for 

a company that sells musical instrument components. A failed rock musician, 

his life is frustrating and miserable. He likes a colleague, Yuko Terashima 

(played by Kumiko Aso), but he is too timid to talk to her.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-04-26 1745 Science Fiction Titan A. E. Premiere
After an alien race destroys Earth, teens follow a map to a mysterious 

'earthship' that may save mankind.
USA English-100 2000 PG

2020-04-26 1930 Thriller Vanilla Sky

The tale of a young New York City publishing magnate who finds himself on an 

unexpected roller-coaster ride of romance, comedy, suspicion, love, sex, and 

dreams in a mind-bending search for his soul.

USA English-100 2001 RPT M a l n s v 

2020-04-26 2200 Action Adventure Fearless
Asian 

Epics

Jet Li stars as the famed martial arts fighter Huo Yuanjia, who became the 

most famous fighter in China at the turn of the 20th century. Huo faced 

personal tragedy but ultimately fought his way out of darkness and into 

history, defining the true spirit of martial arts. Directed by Ronny Yu, and also 

stars Dong Yong and Nathan Jones.

CHINA

Mandarin-97; 

Japanese-2; 

English-1

2006 RPT M v Y Y

2020-04-26 2400 Action Adventure Slow West
A young Scottish man travels across America in pursuit of the woman he loves, 

attracting the attention of an outlaw who is willing to serve as a guide.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M l v Y

2020-04-26 2535 Romantic Comedy Tanu Weds Manu Returns

Four years after their wedding, a couple experience challenges which lead to 

the collapse of their marriage. The husband then develops feelings for a young 

student who looks like his wife.

INDIA Hindi-100 2015 RPT PG a Y



2020-04-26 2755 Comedy The Family Fang

Focus

On

Nicole

Kidman

Annie and Baxter, the adult children of the controversial husband and wife 

conceptual performance art couple famous for their quirky macabre public 

performances, have never got over the fact that their parents kept using them 

during their childhood in their often gory and disturbing satirical public 

performances. They often clash with their now elderly parents over this and 

blame them for their problems in their adult life. However, the two become 

worried when they're told by the police that their parents have gone missing 

during their trip outside of town. The brother considers the possibility that 

something horrible might have happened to them, but the sister is convinced 

that it's just another one of their stupid games or twisted conceptual 

performances. She convinces him that they should go and look for them 

themselves.

USA English-100 2015 RPT M a l 

2020-04-27 0555 Action Adventure The Thief Of Bagdad

The adventures of Prince Ahmand and his friend Abu, the best thief in Bagdad, 

against the evil Grand Vizier Jaffar, who has taken over the Kingdom of 

Bagdad.

USA English-100 1940 RPT PG

2020-04-27 0755 Documentary Feature Land Of The Bears
Filmmaker Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of a mother bear 

and her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.
FRANCE English-100 2014 RPT G

2020-04-27 0930 Romantic Comedy Tanu Weds Manu Returns

Four years after their wedding, a couple experience challenges which lead to 

the collapse of their marriage. The husband then develops feelings for a young 

student who looks like his wife.

INDIA Hindi-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-04-27 1150 Science Fiction Titan A. E.
After an alien race destroys Earth, teens follow a map to a mysterious 

'earthship' that may save mankind.
USA English-100 2000 RPT PG

2020-04-27 1335 Drama Romeo And Juliet

Romeo and Juliet secretly wed despite the sworn contempt their families hold 

for each other. It is not long, however, before a chain of fateful events changes 

the lives of both families forever.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2013 RPT PG a v 

2020-04-27 1545 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 

time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 

(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 

Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 

against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2020-04-27 1745 Drama Travellers And Magicians Premiere

A sweet, unhurried tale about one man’s ambition to escape his mundane 

rural life. Dondup, a young government officer, is bored with his life in a rural 

Bhutanese village and dreams of starting afresh in America. Nominated for the 

International Jury Award at the 2003 Sao Paulo International Film Festival. 

Directed by Khyenste Norbu and stars Tshewang Dendup, Sonam Kinga and 

Sonam Lhamo. 

AUSTRALIA Dzongkha-100 2003 PG Y

2020-04-27 1945 Drama Hyde Park On Hudson Premiere

In June 1939, the reigning British king and queen visit President and Mrs 

Franklin D. Roosevelt at their New York home. War with Germany looms on 

the horizon, and England desperately needs the president's support. An 

unforgettable weekend unfolds as FDR tries to juggle international affairs with 

the complexities of his domestic arrangement, as seen through the eyes of the 

president's intimate confidant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 M l 

2020-04-27 2130 Action Adventure League Of Gods
Asian 

Epics

Based on the 16th-century Chinese novel The Investiture of the Gods, the film 

features a star-studded cast such as Jet Li, Tony Leung Ka-Fai, Louis Koo, Fan 

Bingbing, Huang Xiaomingm and Angelababy. A long time ago, a determined 

King Zhou, supported by his concubine Daji, sets his mind on conquering the 

Middle Kingdom. After years of slaughter, the unyielding Adept tribes have 

been eliminated in succession. Jiang and General Ji from Qishan are King 

Zhou’s longstanding opponents. Under a divinatory sign, Jiang discovers that 

the Sword of Light can reverse the adversity. General Ji has reservations over 

the unruly nature of the weapon, but Jiang believes that hope lies in risks. He 

then makes a shrewd scheme of assigning the quest for the Sword to several 

nobodies—Ji Lei, Nezha, and Er Lang Shen. Each born with strange Adept 

powers, the team is confronted with their own respective fears that threaten 

to endanger the quest. On their risky journey for the Sword, the first challenge 

is to overcome their fears.

HONG KONG Mandarin-100 2016 RPT M a h v Y

2020-04-27 2335 Thriller Vanilla Sky

The tale of a young New York City publishing magnate who finds himself on an 

unexpected roller-coaster ride of romance, comedy, suspicion, love, sex, and 

dreams in a mind-bending search for his soul.

USA English-100 2001 RPT M a l n s v 



2020-04-27 2605 Comedy
Asterix And Obelix: Mission 

Cleopatra

When Julius Caesar challenges Cleopatra to build a sumptuous palace in record 

time, Edifis the Architect is driven to desperate measures to get the job done 

(or risk being thrown to the crocodiles). With the help of his friends Astérix, 

Obélix and a magic potion from the Druid Miraculix, he must win the challenge 

against all odds.

FRANCE French-100 2002 RPT PG Y

2020-04-27 2800 Drama Hyde Park On Hudson

In June 1939, the reigning British king and queen visit President and Mrs 

Franklin D. Roosevelt at their New York home. War with Germany looms on 

the horizon, and England desperately needs the president's support. An 

unforgettable weekend unfolds as FDR tries to juggle international affairs with 

the complexities of his domestic arrangement, as seen through the eyes of the 

president's intimate confidant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT M l 

2020-04-28 0550 Science Fiction Titan A. E.
After an alien race destroys Earth, teens follow a map to a mysterious 

'earthship' that may save mankind.
USA English-100 2000 RPT PG

2020-04-28 0735 Family The Boy And The Beast

When young orphan Kyuta, living on the streets of Shibuya, stumbles into a 

fantastic world of beasts, he's taken in by Kumatetsu, a gruff warrior beast 

who's been searching for the perfect apprentice.

JAPAN English-100 2015 RPT PG Y

2020-04-28 0950 Drama Travellers And Magicians

A sweet, unhurried tale about one man’s ambition to escape his mundane 

rural life. Dondup, a young government officer, is bored with his life in a rural 

Bhutanese village and dreams of starting afresh in America. Nominated for the 

International Jury Award at the 2003 Sao Paulo International Film Festival. 

Directed by Khyenste Norbu and stars Tshewang Dendup, Sonam Kinga and 

Sonam Lhamo.

AUSTRALIA Dzongkha-100 2003 RPT PG Y

2020-04-28 1150 Comedy Love And Peace

Tokyo, summer of 2015. Ryoichi Suzuki (played by Hiroki Hasegawa) works for 

a company that sells musical instrument components. A failed rock musician, 

his life is frustrating and miserable. He likes a colleague, Yuko Terashima 

(played by Kumiko Aso), but he is too timid to talk to her.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2015 RPT PG a l v Y

2020-04-28 1400 Documentary Feature Land Of The Bears
Filmmaker Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of a mother bear 

and her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.
FRANCE English-100 2014 RPT G

2020-04-28 1535 Animation Tales From Earthsea
While seeking the source of their world's imbalance, a teenage prince and a 

wizard encounter a foe who seeks eternal youth.
JAPAN

English-98; 

Japanese-2
2006 RPT PG v Y

2020-04-28 1745 Romance Maudie

Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke) is a man who owes nothing to anyone. Tall, 

skinny and shabby, abandoned by his parents at a very young age, he has 

nevertheless managed to become a proud and self-sufficient man, largely by 

collecting scraps and peddling fish. He lives in a small house that has neither 

running water nor electricity, but at least it’s all his. He posts an ad for a 

housekeeper, and his life is soon turned upside down. Also stars Sally Hawkins.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a s 

2020-04-28 1955 Comedy What We Do In The Shadows Premiere

Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are finding that modern life 

has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping up with the 

chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2014 M h l s v Y Y

2020-04-28 2130 Fantasy
Journey To The West: The 

Demons Strike Back

Asian 

Epics

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is 

back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s 

disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons 

as they continue their journey west.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-04-28 2330 Drama Hyde Park On Hudson

In June 1939, the reigning British king and queen visit President and Mrs 

Franklin D. Roosevelt at their New York home. War with Germany looms on 

the horizon, and England desperately needs the president's support. An 

unforgettable weekend unfolds as FDR tries to juggle international affairs with 

the complexities of his domestic arrangement, as seen through the eyes of the 

president's intimate confidant.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2012 RPT M l 



2020-04-28 2515 Action Adventure League Of Gods
Asian 

Epics

Based on the 16th-century Chinese novel The Investiture of the Gods, the film 

features a star-studded cast such as Jet Li, Tony Leung Ka-Fai, Louis Koo, Fan 

Bingbing, Huang Xiaomingm and Angelababy. A long time ago, a determined 

King Zhou, supported by his concubine Daji, sets his mind on conquering the 

Middle Kingdom. After years of slaughter, the unyielding Adept tribes have 

been eliminated in succession. Jiang and General Ji from Qishan are King 

Zhou’s longstanding opponents. Under a divinatory sign, Jiang discovers that 

the Sword of Light can reverse the adversity. General Ji has reservations over 

the unruly nature of the weapon, but Jiang believes that hope lies in risks. He 

then makes a shrewd scheme of assigning the quest for the Sword to several 

nobodies—Ji Lei, Nezha, and Er Lang Shen. Each born with strange Adept 

powers, the team is confronted with their own respective fears that threaten 

to endanger the quest. On their risky journey for the Sword, the first challenge 

is to overcome their fears.

HONG KONG Mandarin-100 2016 RPT M a h v Y

2020-04-28 2720 Comedy What We Do In The Shadows

Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are finding that modern life 

has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping up with the 

chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2014 RPT M h l s v Y Y

2020-04-28 2855 Documentary Feature Land Of The Bears
Filmmaker Guillaume Vincent follows the daily adventures of a mother bear 

and her two cubs, an adolescent male, and an experienced male leader.
FRANCE English-100 2014 RPT G

2020-04-29 0630 Romance Maudie

Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke) is a man who owes nothing to anyone. Tall, 

skinny and shabby, abandoned by his parents at a very young age, he has 

nevertheless managed to become a proud and self-sufficient man, largely by 

collecting scraps and peddling fish. He lives in a small house that has neither 

running water nor electricity, but at least it’s all his. He posts an ad for a 

housekeeper, and his life is soon turned upside down. Also stars Sally Hawkins.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a s 

2020-04-29 0840 Drama The Straight Story

The Straight Story is based on the real life journey of 73-year-old Alvin 

Straight, a man who decides to travel from his home in Laurens, Iowa, to 

Mount Zion, Wisconsin, to mend his relationship with his estranged older 

brother. There's a slightly quirky twist as Alvin insists on making the 317 mile 

journey on his lawnmower.

USA English-100 1999 RPT PG

2020-04-29 1045 Drama The Red Shoes

This innovative and visually stunning production stars Moira Shearer as 

talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet The 

Red Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster 

(Marius Goring), she finds herself torn between simple human passion and the 

disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov (Anton Walbrook), 

her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is 

in danger of dancing to her death. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1948 RPT PG

2020-04-29 1310 Fantasy
Journey To The West: The 

Demons Strike Back

Asian 

Epics

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is 

back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s 

disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons 

as they continue their journey west.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-04-29 1510 Drama Travellers And Magicians

A sweet, unhurried tale about one man’s ambition to escape his mundane 

rural life. Dondup, a young government officer, is bored with his life in a rural 

Bhutanese village and dreams of starting afresh in America. Nominated for the 

International Jury Award at the 2003 Sao Paulo International Film Festival. 

Directed by Khyenste Norbu and stars Tshewang Dendup, Sonam Kinga and 

Sonam Lhamo.

AUSTRALIA Dzongkha-100 2003 RPT PG Y

2020-04-29 1710 Comedy Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the 

seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for 

the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet 

their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned 

Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of 

joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2020-04-29 1930 Romance Labor Day Premiere
A depressed single mum and her son offer an intimidating man help, and 

gradually learn the escaped convict's true story.
USA English-100 2013 M a s 



2020-04-29 2135 Comedy The Mermaid
Asian 

Epics

From Steven Chow, director of Kung Fu Hustle, comes The Mermaid. When 

greedy real estate tycoon, Liu Xian (Deng Chao), buys up a pristine coastal 

enclave known as Green Gulf, he plans to turn it into the hottest property on 

the market. But Green Gulf harbours a secret - it’s home to the last surviving 

mermaids, and they are done playing nice. Their plan is to send the beautiful 

Shan (Lin Yun) to seduce Liu and stop the destruction of their beloved oceans. 

But when their plan goes belly-up, neither humans nor mermaids are willing to 

back down, and a final, fatal frenzy becomes inevitable.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2016 RPT M a s v Y

2020-04-29 2320 Comedy What We Do In The Shadows

Viago, Deacon, and Vladislav are vampires who are finding that modern life 

has them struggling with the mundane - like paying rent, keeping up with the 

chore wheel, trying to get into nightclubs, and overcoming flatmate conflicts.

NEW ZEALAND English-100 2014 RPT M h l s v Y Y

2020-04-29 2455 Animation Tales From Earthsea
While seeking the source of their world's imbalance, a teenage prince and a 

wizard encounter a foe who seeks eternal youth.
JAPAN

English-98; 

Japanese-2
2006 RPT PG v Y

2020-04-29 2705 Romance Labor Day
A depressed single mum and her son offer an intimidating man help, and 

gradually learn the escaped convict's true story.
USA English-100 2013 RPT M a s 

2020-04-30 0510 Fantasy
Journey To The West: The 

Demons Strike Back

A sequel to Journey To The West: Conquering The Demons, the Monkey King is 

back. Now tamed by Tang Sanzang, Monkey King has become one of Tang’s 

disciples. Tang, Monkey King, Sandy and Pigsy band together to fight demons 

as they continue their journey west.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2017 RPT PG a h v Y

2020-04-30 0710 Comedy Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the 

seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for 

the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet 

their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned 

Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of 

joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2020-04-30 0930 Animation Tales From Earthsea
While seeking the source of their world's imbalance, a teenage prince and a 

wizard encounter a foe who seeks eternal youth.
JAPAN

English-98; 

Japanese-2
2006 RPT PG v Y

2020-04-30 1135 Romance Maudie

Everett Lewis (Ethan Hawke) is a man who owes nothing to anyone. Tall, 

skinny and shabby, abandoned by his parents at a very young age, he has 

nevertheless managed to become a proud and self-sufficient man, largely by 

collecting scraps and peddling fish. He lives in a small house that has neither 

running water nor electricity, but at least it’s all his. He posts an ad for a 

housekeeper, and his life is soon turned upside down. Also stars Sally Hawkins.

CANADA English-100 2017 RPT PG a s 

2020-04-30 1345 Drama The Straight Story

The Straight Story is based on the real life journey of 73-year-old Alvin 

Straight, a man who decides to travel from his home in Laurens, Iowa, to 

Mount Zion, Wisconsin, to mend his relationship with his estranged older 

brother. There's a slightly quirky twist as Alvin insists on making the 317 mile 

journey on his lawnmower.

USA English-100 1999 RPT PG

2020-04-30 1550 Drama The Red Shoes

This innovative and visually stunning production stars Moira Shearer as 

talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet The 

Red Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster 

(Marius Goring), she finds herself torn between simple human passion and the 

disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov (Anton Walbrook), 

her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is 

in danger of dancing to her death. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1948 RPT PG

2020-04-30 1815 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-04-30 1930 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity Premiere

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 PG a Y

2020-04-30 2130 Action Adventure The Villainess
Asian 

Epics

Sook-Hee (Kim Ok-Vin) is a killer. She was raised and trained in Yanbian, China. 

She hides her real identity as a killer and comes to South Korea. She dreams of 

having a different type of life, but she becomes involved with two men. Joong-

Sang (Shin Ha-Kyun) is a mysterious man who trains killers and Hyun-Soo (Sung 

Joon) watches Sook-Hee.

SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2017 RPT MA a v w Y



2020-04-30 2345 Comedy The Mermaid
Asian 

Epics

From Steven Chow, director of Kung Fu Hustle, comes The Mermaid. When 

greedy real estate tycoon, Liu Xian (Deng Chao), buys up a pristine coastal 

enclave known as Green Gulf, he plans to turn it into the hottest property on 

the market. But Green Gulf harbours a secret - it’s home to the last surviving 

mermaids, and they are done playing nice. Their plan is to send the beautiful 

Shan (Lin Yun) to seduce Liu and stop the destruction of their beloved oceans. 

But when their plan goes belly-up, neither humans nor mermaids are willing to 

back down, and a final, fatal frenzy becomes inevitable.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2016 RPT M a s v Y

2020-04-30 2530 Romance Labor Day
A depressed single mum and her son offer an intimidating man help, and 

gradually learn the escaped convict's true story.
USA English-100 2013 RPT M a s 

2020-04-30 2735 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-05-01 0535 Drama The Straight Story

The Straight Story is based on the real life journey of 73-year-old Alvin 

Straight, a man who decides to travel from his home in Laurens, Iowa, to 

Mount Zion, Wisconsin, to mend his relationship with his estranged older 

brother. There's a slightly quirky twist as Alvin insists on making the 317 mile 

journey on his lawnmower.

USA English-100 1999 RPT PG

2020-05-01 0740 Drama The Red Shoes

This innovative and visually stunning production stars Moira Shearer as 

talented young dancer Victoria Page, cast in the leading role of the ballet The 

Red Shoes. As Victoria falls in love with up and coming composer Julian Craster 

(Marius Goring), she finds herself torn between simple human passion and the 

disciplined artistic devotion demanded by Boris Lermontov (Anton Walbrook), 

her jealous ballet company master. Like her character in the ballet, Victoria is 

in danger of dancing to her death. 

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1948 RPT PG

2020-05-01 1005 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her 

stale marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. 

Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an 

irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to 

the next day's lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan 

and Ila can talk about their joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
Hindi-69; English-

31
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-05-01 1205 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 

gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 

Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, 

Florrie Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y

2020-05-01 1345 Comedy Our Little Sister

Three sisters Sachi, Yoshino and Chika live together in a large house in the 

seaside city of Kamakura. When their father absent from the family home for 

the last 15 years dies, they travel to the countryside for his funeral and meet 

their shy 14-year-old half-sister, Suzu. Bonding quickly with the orphaned 

Suzu, they invite her to live with them. Suzu eagerly agrees, and a new life of 

joyful discovery begins for the four siblings.

JAPAN Japanese-100 2018 RPT PG Y

2020-05-01 1605 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-05-01 1720 Family Summer Wars

Kenji Koiso, an eleventh grade math genius, solves a complex equation and 

inadvertently puts a virtual world's artificial intelligence in a position to 

destroy the earth. Directed by Mamoru Hosoda and stars Ryunosuke Kamiki, 

Nanami Sakuraba and Mitsuki Tanimura.

JAPAN English-100 2009 RPT PG



2020-05-01 1930 Romance Film Stars Don't Die In Liverpool Premiere

Based on Peter Turner's memoir, the film follows the playful but passionate 

relationship between Turner (Jamie Bell) and the eccentric Academy Award-

winning actress Gloria Grahame (Annette Bening) in 1978 Liverpool. What 

starts as a vibrant affair between a legendary femme fatale and her young 

lover quickly grows into a deeper relationship, with Turner being the person 

Gloria turns to for comfort. Their passion and lust for life is tested to the limits 

by events beyond their control.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 M a l s 

2020-05-01 2130 Action Adventure Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon
Asian 

Epics

When a politician's daughter steals a legendary warrior's precious sword, a 

sequence of events is triggered to recover the sword, which leads to a deadly 

encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From renowned director Ang Lee, 

the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including Best Foreign 

Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle Yeoh, 

Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2000 RPT M a s v Y

2020-05-01 2345 Biography The Man Who Knew Infinity

When self-taught mathematical genius Srinivasa Ramanujan fails out of 

college, he does not give up hope. Determined to pursue his passion, he 

contacts Professor GH Hardy and is invited to attend Trinity College.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT PG a Y

2020-05-01 2545 Drama The Lunchbox

Lonely housewife Ila (Nimrat Kaur) decides to try adding some spice to her 

stale marriage by preparing a special lunch for her neglectful husband. 

Unfortunately, the delivery winds up in the hands of Saajan (Irrfan Khan), an 

irritable widower. Curious about her husband's response, Ila adds a note to 

the next day's lunchbox, and thus begins an unusual friendship in which Saajan 

and Ila can talk about their joys and sorrows without ever meeting in person.

INDIA
Hindi-69; English-

31
2013 RPT PG a Y Y

2020-05-01 2745 Romance Film Stars Don't Die In Liverpool

Based on Peter Turner's memoir, the film follows the playful but passionate 

relationship between Turner (Jamie Bell) and the eccentric Academy Award-

winning actress Gloria Grahame (Annette Bening) in 1978 Liverpool. What 

starts as a vibrant affair between a legendary femme fatale and her young 

lover quickly grows into a deeper relationship, with Turner being the person 

Gloria turns to for comfort. Their passion and lust for life is tested to the limits 

by events beyond their control.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a l s 

2020-05-02 0545 Comedy My Life As A Zucchini

After losing his mother, a young boy is befriended by a police officer and sent 

to a foster home with other orphans his age. With the help of his new friends, 

he begins to trust and love again.

FRANCE English-100 2016 RPT PG a s Y

2020-05-02 0700 Family Summer Wars

Kenji Koiso, an eleventh grade math genius, solves a complex equation and 

inadvertently puts a virtual world's artificial intelligence in a position to 

destroy the earth. Directed by Mamoru Hosoda and stars Ryunosuke Kamiki, 

Nanami Sakuraba and Mitsuki Tanimura.

JAPAN English-100 2009 RPT PG

2020-05-02 0910 War All Quiet On The Western Front
A young soldier faces profound disillusionment in the soul-destroying horror 

of World War I.
USA English-100 1979 RPT PG a v 

2020-05-02 1200 Action Adventure Masters Of The Universe

This 1987 film follows the adventures of 'He-Man', known and loved by 

children around the world. Good and evil clash as He-Man goes after a device 

that controls time and space. He must ensure that it doesn't get to the wrong 

hands before it's too late. The film stars Dolph Lundgren as the strapping He-

Man, and famed actress Courteney Cox as Julie, his love interest. Directed by 

Gary Goddard, the film has grown an immense cult following despite being a 

commercial failure.  

USA English-100 1987 RPT PG

2020-05-02 1400 Comedy Asterix And Obelix In Britain

Edouard Baer and Gerard Depardieu star as comic book duo Asterix and Obelix 

in this zany adventure, which sees Asterix cross the channel to help his second-

cousin Anticlimax face Caesar and the invading Romans.

FRANCE French-100 2013 RPT PG Y

2020-05-02 1605 Musical Bugsy Malone

New York, 1929, a war rages between two rival gangsters, Fat Sam and Dandy 

Dan. Dan is in possession of a new and deadly weapon, the dreaded ‘splurge 

gun’. As the custard pies fly, Bugsy Malone, an all-round nice guy, falls for 

Blousey Brown, a singer at Fat Sam’s speakeasy. His designs on her are 

disrupted by the seductive songstress Tallulah who wants Bugsy for herself. 

How is Bugsy to get the girl and help Fat Sam defend his business against the 

deadly Dan and his dastardly tricks? With an all-child cast placed in a mobster 

era, armed with custard instead of bullets and belting out some superb songs, 

this is simply entertainment at its best! Starring Scott Baio, Jodie Foster, 

Florrie Dugger and John Cassisi.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 1976 RPT PG Y



2020-05-02 1745 Drama Amanda

David, who gets by doing odd jobs, meets Lena, who has just moved up to 

Paris, and falls in love. But soon after, his life is brutally interrupted by the 

sudden death of his sister. Beyond the shock, and the pain, David now finds 

himself alone with his young niece Amanda to care for.

FRANCE French-100 2018 RPT PG a l Y

2020-05-02 1945 Drama 45 Years
A married couple preparing to celebrate their wedding anniversary receives 

shattering news that promises to forever change the course of their lives.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M a l s 

2020-05-02 2130 Action Adventure Train To Busan
Asian 

Epics

A man, his estranged daughter, and other passengers become trapped on a 

speeding train during a zombie outbreak in South Korea.
SOUTH KOREA Korean-100 2016 RPT MA a v w Y

2020-05-02 2340 Action Adventure Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon

When a politician's daughter steals a legendary warrior's precious sword, a 

sequence of events is triggered to recover the sword, which leads to a deadly 

encounter with the thief's witch-like minder. From renowned director Ang Lee, 

the film received four Academy Awards in 2001, including Best Foreign 

Language Film and Best Cinematography. Stars Chow Yun-Fat, Michelle Yeoh, 

Zhang Ziyi and Chang Chen.

CHINA Mandarin-100 2000 RPT M a s v Y

2020-05-02 2555 Romance Film Stars Don't Die In Liverpool

Based on Peter Turner's memoir, the film follows the playful but passionate 

relationship between Turner (Jamie Bell) and the eccentric Academy Award-

winning actress Gloria Grahame (Annette Bening) in 1978 Liverpool. What 

starts as a vibrant affair between a legendary femme fatale and her young 

lover quickly grows into a deeper relationship, with Turner being the person 

Gloria turns to for comfort. Their passion and lust for life is tested to the limits 

by events beyond their control.

UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2017 RPT M a l s 

2020-05-02 2755 Drama 45 Years
A married couple preparing to celebrate their wedding anniversary receives 

shattering news that promises to forever change the course of their lives.
UNITED KINGDOM English-100 2015 RPT M a l s 






